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Hyundai and Kia Develop World’s First
ICT Connected Shift System


Information and communication technology (ICT) automatically shifts to optimal gear
based on road and traffic conditions ahead



Improves driving comfort and fuel efficiency by minimizing unnecessary shifts
through predictive gear-shifting control system



Future developments to include consideration of driver’s preferences and traffic
signal status

SEOUL, February 20, 2020 – Hyundai Motor Company and Kia Motors Corporation announced
today that they have developed the world’s first predictive Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) Connected Shift System, enabling the vehicle to automatically shift to the optimal
gear after identifying the road and traffic conditions ahead. Hyundai and Kia plan to apply the
technology on future vehicles. During system development, the companies filed about 40 major
patents in South Korea and abroad.
While the technologies used to automatically shift depend on drivers’ preferences, such as Smart
Drive Mode – available on most current Hyundai and Kia models – ICT Connected Shift System is
the first ICT to automatically shift the gear according to road and traffic conditions.
ICT Connected Shift System uses intelligent software in the Transmission Control Unit (TCU) that
collects and interprets real-time input from underlying technologies, including 3D navigation
equipped with a precise map of the road as well as cameras and radar for smart cruise control. The
3D navigation input includes elevation, gradient, curvature and a variety of road events as well as
current traffic conditions. Radar detects the speed and distance between the vehicle and others, and
a forward-looking camera provides lane information.
Using all of these inputs, the TCU predicts the optimal shift scenario for real-time driving situations
through an artificial intelligence algorithm and shifts the gears accordingly. For example, when a
relatively long slow down is expected and radar detects no speed irregularities with the car ahead,
the transmission clutch temporarily switches to neutral mode to improve fuel efficiency.
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When Hyundai and Kia tested a vehicle with an ICT Connected Shift System on a heavily curved
road, the frequency of shifts in cornering was reduced by approximately 43 percent compared to
vehicles without the system. Accordingly, the system also reduced the frequency of brake operation
by approximately 11 percent, thereby minimizing driving fatigue and brake wear.
When rapid acceleration was required to enter a highway, the driving mode automatically switched
to Sport Mode at the merge, making it easier to join the traffic flow. After merging with traffic, the
vehicle automatically returned to its original driving mode, enabling safe and efficient driving.
In addition, the engine brakes were automatically applied upon release of the accelerator pedal by
determining speed bumps, downhill slopes and location of the speed limit change on the road. The
changes in distance from the front car were detected by the front radar to adjust appropriate
transmission gear automatically, which improved driving quality.
The system is also in line with autonomous technology, which is developing day by day. The ICT
Connected Shift System will deliver both improved fuel efficiency and a stable driving experience in
the era of autonomous vehicles by providing improved performance in response to real-time road
and traffic conditions.
Hyundai and Kia are planning to further develop the ICT Connected Shift System into an even more
intelligent transmission technology that can communicate with traffic signals based on LTE or 5G
communication and identify drivers’ tendencies, resulting in further refinement of gear-shift control.
“Vehicles are evolving beyond simple mobility devices into smart mobility solutions,” said Byeong
Wook Jeon, Head of Intelligent Drivetrain Control Research Lab. “Even a traditional area of the
automobile, such as the powertrain, is becoming a high-tech technology optimized for smart mobility
through efforts to integrate ICT and artificial intelligence technologies.”
– End –

<Photo Caption> Hyundai and Kia Develops World First ‘ICT Connected Shift System’
Hyundai Motor Company and Kia Motors Corporation announced today that they have developed
the world first predictive ‘ICT Connected Shift System’ which enables the vehicle to shift to the
optimum gear in advance by identifying the road shape and traffic conditions ahead. The system
improves both ride quality and fuel efficiency. Hyundai and Kia plans to apply the technology in
their new cars coming in the future.
About Hyundai Motor Group
Hyundai Motor Group is a global corporation that has created a value chain based on automobiles, steel,
and construction and includes logistics, finance, IT and service. With about 250,000 employees worldwide,
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the Group’s automobile brands include Hyundai, Kia and Genesis. Armed with creative thinking, cooperative
communication and the will to take on all challenges, the group is working to create a better future for all.
More information about Hyundai Motor Group, please see: www.hyundaimotorgroup.com
More information about Hyundai Motor and its products can be found at:
worldwide.hyundai.com or globalpr.hyundai.com
Visit the Kia Motors Global Media Center for more information: www.kianewscenter.com
For more information on Genesis and its new definition of luxury, please visit https://www.genesis.com
Disclaimer: Hyundai Motor Group believes the information contained herein to be accurate at the time of
release. However, the company may upload new or updated information if required and assumes that it is
not liable for the accuracy of any information interpreted and used by the reader.
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